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Supplementary Material. Causal Loop Diagram variable definitions. 

Variable Definition 

Academic progression The advancement of one’s academic career 

Journal’s ability to generate 

revenue 

The revenue generated by academic journals from 

publishing peer reviewed articles 

Number of journals The absolute number of academic peer-reviewed journals 

Journal quality The scientific quality of academic peer-reviewed journals 

Quality of peer review 

process 

The rigour of the peer review process 

Requirement to peer review The requirement as an academic to peer review  

Job security The manner in which employment continuation is presented 

to academics, including conditional promotions 

Pressure to publish The pressure on academics to publish peer reviewed journal 

articles 

Publications & citations Metrics that are used to assess academic research 

performance 

Grant applications Competitive applications to receive funding for research 

projects 

Rate of unsuccessful grants The percentage of unsuccessful grant applications 

Obtain grant funding Obtaining grant funding for research projects 

Academic workload The accumulated work undertaken by academics 

Teaching/engagement Often required to be performed by academics 

Quality of HDR supervision The level of research expertise of Higher Degree Research 

(HDR) supervisors 

Quality of education / 

training 

The level of scientific education and training  

Pressure for novel research The need to conduct research that is a first of its kind 

Scientific rigour The appropriate application of scientific methods  

History of sport science 

research 

The previous research methods used conducted sports 

science research 

Insular journals Journals that are specific to a single research topic e.g. 

physiology, biomechanics, performance analysis. 

Value placed on quantifiable 

data 

The extent to which quantitative research methods are 

valued in sport science  

Division between qualitative 

and quantitative research 

The reluctance of quantitative researchers to value 

qualitative research and vice versa 

Reductionism Investigation of variables in isolation 

Causality The relationship between cause and effect 

Linear thinking Thinking cause and effect in a sequential manner A to B to 

C to D 

Methodological issues Issues associated with the methods used in sport science 

Social media influence The ability to affect other people’s thinking via social media 

Blowhards Boastful or opinionated sport science researchers 

Elitism A superior attitude or behaviour brought about by working 

with elite athletes 

Ego The sense of self-importance 

Interdisciplinary research  Research conducted with multiple different scientific 
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disciplines.  

Conceptual models New models and concepts to sport science research 

Conclusions not supported 

by data 

Study conclusions that are not able to be reached based on 

the study results 

Bias A presupposition underlining the science 

Accuracy/validity/reliability The accuracy, validity and reliability of sports science 

methods 

Black boxism (statistical and 

equipment) 

Using statistics or equipment with limited knowledge on 

how the outputs are achieved 

Big data Methodologies and processes dealing with mining 

information within large datasets 

Replication studies Studies that replicate the methods of previous research 

Evidence based practice  The collection, analysis and implementation of research 

findings to improve clinical outcomes 

Translation to other sciences The extent to which other scientific disciplines are using 

sports science theory and methods 

Overstated practical 

implications 

Study implications that are overstated based on the study 

results 

Need for a competitive edge The need to retain scientific findings within organisations in 

order to gain a competitive advantage  

Translation to practice  The avenue in which sport science is translated to 

practitioners 

Resources debunking poor 

science 

The amount of resources spent exposing poorly performed 

science 

Ecological validity Generalisability of sports science research to the real world 

Research practice gap The gap between the research findings and its actual use in 

practice.  

Perception of utility of 

sports science research  

The perception of the utility of sport science research  

Sporting performance The actual performance of athletes in competition 

 


